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DEPUTY 
A.L.P. BROADCAST BY THE/LEADER OF OPPOSITION, MR. PES 
dORCORAN M.IP. AUGUST 2. W & l 
GOOD EVENING. 
After many months of delaying tactics, the L.C.L. 
has finally realised the need for compromise on electoral 
reform in South Australia. Yesterday the Government showed 
it's first sign of moving from the position it previously 
outlined on electoral redivision. 
The Labor Party in South Australia is studying 
< r 
the proposal put forward by the L.C.L. for forty seven 
seats in the House of Assembly, one less than the 
compromise proposal suggested by the A.L.P. 
There is now a distinct possibility of agreement 
between the two major parties on this issue/ 
While the latest moves by the Liberals are wlecomed 
there are various points which will need straightening out. 
Mr. Hall says the Bill was formulated after considering the 
distribution schemes existing in other states of Australia. 
But what Mr. Hall does not point out is that the average 
excess of metropolitan seats over non-metropolitan seats under 
the new proposal is about sixty percent, while in New 
South Walesand Victoria it is thirty percent, in Queensland 
twenty three percent and in Tasmania, their proportional 
representation gives effectively one-vote, one-value. 
Mr. Hall is fond of quoting figures from West 
Australia, the one state which has an electoral system 
comparable with the present system in South Australia. 
This can only be described as shocking. The West Australian 
system which Mr. Hall uses as a comparison gives a very 
heavy weighting to voters in the country and an extraordinarily 
heavy weighting to voters in the remote areas of the State. 
So if Mr. Hall intends to talk about REFORM, he should forget 
West Australia as a comparison. It is interesting to note 
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that West Australia was the only example in line with Mr. Hall*a 
proposed gerrymander containing forty five seats. 
The L.C.L. forty seven seat Bill, as it stands* is 
certainly in need of amendment* but rings much more harmoniously 
that the former L.C.L. proposal. 
If Parliament can reach agreement on this Bill soon, 
then the Electoral Commission will probably present it*s findings 
to Parliament early next year. The next step would be to have 
a General State election as soon as possible if the new boundaries 
were decided upon. This would only be proper, as it is the over-
whelm ins view of the majority of the people. 
Mr. Hall has stated that this new Bill is a proper and 
reasonable proposal. If he believes this, then obviously he 
ought not to stay in Government under the old boundaries. If 
Mr. Hall believes in the new proposal he should acknowledge that 
he ought not to stay in Government. 
One thing the public must realise is that this new 
Liberal proposal still gives the Liberal Party an advantage. The 
Labor Party would still have to get many more votes than the 
Liberals to win a constitutional majority of twenty five seats. 
If both parties can reasone&lfy agree on any minor 
differences, at least we might get something which iis closer 
to the one-vote, one-value principle, the principle for which 
the Labor Party stands. 
Good Night. 
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